
has been to ask the same (Clayton) committee
to reassess the problem.

This excellent documentary explained the
underlying chemistry so simply that any
interested lay person could understand it. It
also interviewed experts on aluminium in
Britain, the USA, Canada, and Norway. The
result is an utterly convincing case. Certain
forms of aluminium are toxic. Indeed, the
Camelford data help to settle some previous
doubts about the harm caused by one big
dose: the Camelford bone biopsies show clear
histological evidence of aluminium deposits

-the result of one big dose. All the experts
agree that repeated small doses cause brain
damage.
Medics of my generation were taught that

aluminium is harmless. That is why many
antacids contain it; that is why it is used to
"purify" water; and that is why households
all over the world use aluminium saucepans.
But this programme has changed pmy attitude
to aluminium. It has also done much more
than that: it has shown that Camelford gave
rise to three serious causes for concern. The
first was the accidental poisoning of the water

supply. The second was the arrogantly dis-
missive attitude of the relevant statutory
bodies; this resulted not only in prolonged
suffering-possibly permanent-but in the
loss to scientific medicine of information
about acute aluminium poisoning which was
available at the beginning of the disaster but
is not available now. The third is the delay
before the government commissioned an
investigation and the fact that now, some
three years later, there is still no final verdict.
-H C GRANT, retired neuropathologist, London

PERSONAL VIEW

Pain of childlessness
H ow do you compare the pain of one

condition with another? Discussing
the implications of market forces

with a local gynaecologist the other day made
me wonder. "The pain of childlessness," he
said, "is every bit as great as that of osteo-
arthritis of the hip. I've known people mort-
gage themselves to the limit to pay for
another cycle of in vitro fertilisation."

Investigating and treating childless couples
is expensive. If you are looking at outcome
measures the "take home baby rate" is
dismally low. Should the cash limited NHS
concern itself with people who are generally
healthy and whose chances of success are
poor? Our'local district general hospital may
soon decide that infertility treatment is a
luxury that it can no longer afford.
Four years ago the first seeds of doubt

about our own fertility began to appear. Six
months after returning from working abroad
we had started to run out ofexcuses. We were
re-established in a house and general practice,
the finances were back on a secure path, and I
had regained much of the weight I had lost.
My failure to conceive was not then of great
concern, but the almost continual menstrual
flow was beginning to be. Initially we sought
help to exclude the possibility of disease, but
waited six more months before doing so
hoping that things would sort themselves out
without intervention. Another year ofrelative

L'*

normality passed before we accepted that,
firstly, we might not be able to have children
and, secondly, if at all possible we wanted to
know why. At this stage we had no intention
of embarking on invasive and costly treat-
ments; we simply thought that if there was
something straightforward that could be put
right we wanted to have that opportunity.

It takes a long time to investigate a
condition that is cycle dependent, especially
when you are not near a specialist centre and
facilities are limited. This applies even with

... infertility is like being
bereaved ofthe childyou have

never had.

the privileges afforded to colleagues. Week-
ends and holidays disruptmonth after month.
Meanwhile friends and relatives continued to
reproduce effortlessly, sometimes even un-
intentionally, and our sense of longing and
bewilderment grew. Their joy in parenthood
was natural and obvious, and we were
expected to share it. Partly because of this
and partly because there is a sense of some-
thing odd-almost unclean-about the in-
fertile we kept our own position largely
secret. This need for privacy made it harder
each time to telephone the hospital (where we
had both been trainees) to arrange and attend
for tests. I began to understand how hard it is
to be a patient.

It may sound strange or melodramatic to
the effortlessly multiparqus, but the clearest
way I can describe what it feels like is to say
that infertility is like being'bereaved of the
child you have never had. Looking back I can.
recognise the stages of psychological adjust-
ment we have experienced, and, like'coping
with loss or coming to terms with major
illness, the emotions are muddled and don't
stop just because you feel it is time you
accepted an aspect of life which is unpleasant
but unchangeable. Denial is still fuelled by
each illogical surge of midcycle hope and
abruptly terminated by the mondtly stain of

failure. Guilt embarrasses me each time I use
a hard pressed NHS resource. It is there each
time I consider whether the child I want so
much would thank me for being born into a
world fraught with international conflict and
heading for ecological disaster. And it is
there, mixed with a sense of sinfulness, when
in the midst of a rich and fulfilling life I
succumb to the sadness ofwanting something
more. My theology compels me to perceive
God's will in this, prayer bringing the acute
awareness that perhaps parenthood is not
part of his plan for us. But it does not remove
God directed anger. If God is the giver of life
then in this instance he is also to be seen as the
withholder, and his apparently arbitrary
decision to exclude us from the experience of
a family of our own is not easy to accept
without protest.
My position as a part time general prac-

titioner with no children allows me the time
to take part in local medical politics. I can
express my fears for the effects of chronic
underfunding on the NHS and listen to the
arguments ofthose who will make the changes
needed to implement the government's
reforms. But I am not emotionally equipped
to publicly plead the case for retaining an
infertility service, nor can I objectively judge
its value. Four years ago I had no intention of
considering assisted conception. Now I find
myself contemplating the pressures on our
finances of three cycles of gamete intra-
fallopian transfer and in vitro fertilisation
added to a mortgage, a cost rent scheme, and
computerisation. With' a smal adjustment-to
priorities the salaries ofone .'and a haif general
practitioners can stand this, "but I am
reminded of many of my' patients who could
not cope. Each course of treatment takes a

o major psychological toll, and I feel especially
for those who are prepared to- add acute
financial 'strain to this in an attempt to
overcome the bleakness of their,, position.
Perhaps the beleaguered NHS should not
concern itself with luxuries, but please,
before looking hungrily at the budget eaten
up by your infertility service consider what
removing this will mean to a small group of
quiet patients coping with a private sadness.
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